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About This Game

Welcome to SPACETOURS VR, the galaxy's finest agency for interplanetary travel. Our all-inclusive premium package EP1
offers unlimited travels to the orbit of the eight planets of the Solar System, where you glide chasing the sun on your personal

platform.

Indulge in our fully hipster-style compatible travel pod, taking you to your favoured destinations in the blink of an eye. Our
ambition as the galaxies finest travel agency is to provide you with the experiences YOU want to see, so the path of your

journey can be shaped by your desires. SPACETOURS VR also offers an -optional- entertainment program at various locations,
included in this package.

As companions during your stay, the mechanical pioneers of the respective planets have been fully restored and relaunched.
Earth orbit for example offers the largest space station men have ever build, known in history books as the "International Space

Station", equipped with several vista spots conveniently accessible from your base platform. In the unlikely event of a
troublesome encounter with Deimos, your beam can also be used to call in armed support. Please be aware that SPACETOURS

VR does not cover any damage caused by customers on their travels.

So leave the world outside behind and join SPACETOURS VR right now!

Included features of package EP1 The Solar System:
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Interactive lobby with amenities
Lights, sound, music and exploding logo. What more can you expect? Ah yes and don't sit on the chairs.

Luxurious travel capsule
Your retractable shell offers shelter from the empty space for the light-hearted, and of course - travel in style.

Lower Earth Orbit
Check out the first man-made object in space SPUTNIK and see the amazing vista points around the ISS.

Mars
Meet MAVEN, one of the top photographers when it comes to Mars. Avoid DEIMOS, the unstable moon of Mars. If you
can't, well you read about armed support earlier didn't you?

Saturn
Nobody does Saturn like CASSINI-HUYGENS does. For the ultimate dust-ring-sparkle-action, just point your beam at her.

Jupiter
Don't miss out on Jupiter with all the moons around. (He's on the right.)

Mercury
You thought the Caribbean was the ultimate place to worship the sun? Wait till you've been on mercury! A sunscreen with
UV-factor not less then 7e³ is highly recommended.

Venus
That's not the Venus I know! See what's really under Venus' cloudy cloths - MAGELLAN is the man.

Neptune
Wait what?! NEW HORIZONS on Neptune?! Well, where else can you go when your home got revoked planetary status.

Uranus
[ˈju(ə)rənəs] is how it is pronounced.

*destinations sorted by visitor popularity.
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Title: Spacetours VR - Ep1 The Solar System
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vibrant Visuals - Christian Klötzel
Publisher:
Vibrant Visuals - Christian Klötzel
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1 64bit

Processor: i5-4590 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1100 MB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese
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You are Guybrush Threepwood - bonafide mighty pirate. After being famous from events concerning your last adventure - in
regards to defeating the evil ghost pirate LeChuck with a spray of root beer. You are now in search of the legendary hidden
treasure aptly named the Big Whoop, On your journey, you meet familiar faces such as the wise vodoo lady and your charming
first love Governor Elaine Marley. Meanwhile at the same time; risen from the dead by voodoo magic as a zombie, LeChuck
plots his revenge on you.. *Evil Zombie Pirate Laugh*. trippy short puzzle game. I love the theme and becouse you got all the
cards from the start defenetly wroth that 10\u00a3. Just the feeling to smash your opponent face with an hasburg Vampire
prince is pricless. I hope later on they ad more cards .. Now I can look slightly less crazy when I pretend that I'm playing
Aphelion's Roleplay just to fill that deep hole of intense longing in my heart.. I know the publisher is known for terrible, awful
products, but I figured this could be worth the dollar it cost me. I was wrong.

Absolutely atrocious. "Inspired" by classic top-down GTA and Hotline Miami but without any of the elements that make those
games good. Gameplay is terrible, writing and presentation is awful, confuses "difficulty" for "challenge," has no production
value, and overall feels like the kind of game you'd play in a web browser on a Flash games site. Even for 99 cents, I requested a
refund.

If you enjoyed classic GTA, load up 1, 2, or the Londons and relive those glory days. If you like Hotline Miami, replay either
(or both) of them. If you're just looking for a fun top-down action game, look elsewhere. Might I recommend Splatter: Blood
Red Edition, which is sort of like Max Payne x Crimsonland, the good, original Crimsonland, not the ham-fisted remake.. Why
is everything on fire?
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This game is actually pretty good.

There are two blaring cons that you can see straight away. First the UI isn't all that great and feels clonky. Secondly the art is
extremely weird. Almost psychedelic in fact.

But if you look beyond that you can see a relatively cheap game that has amazing replayability, balanced gameplay and feaseable
resource management.

Also, don't be fooled by there not being an undead mage. The undead archer is in fact the mage, just that characters are
classified into warrior (if the attack the nearest enemy) mage (If they attack all enemy units) and archer (if they attack any unit).
Edit. played without the expansion)

An nice sci-fi story with realistic details, decent dialogue and some tense moments. 5ish hour to play through it.

It's let down slightly by the management side of the game, which felt promising but could have been balanced better and fleshed-
out more. If you make the wrong decision early, you will have to reset. Once you figure out the formula and get a few buildings,
managing stats like supplies become redundant.

(Edit. I just noticed that they have a 5 dollar expansion that reworks colony management and no doubt addresses the concerns I
brought up... It's good that they fixed this stuff, but I don't think its right for them to charge for it, considering that colony
management was touted as a core part of the base game, but was very threadbare. Since I know how the storyline goes, I don't
feel like shelling out more money to play a more polished version...shame).. This game is fun, I will say. It's very unwinding and
a relaxing game involving racing on amazing and awesome jumps and loops and well, stunts. STUNTMANIA Reloaded is a
basic free-roaming racer involving several gigantic maps that have all sorts of hidden and secret areas to explore. Each of the
~10 maps feature hundreds of jumps and stunts, complete with large amounts of green, yellow, and red collectables to gather in
each level. Also in each stage, there are 3 types of coins that need to be gathered in-order to unlock certain parts of the game.
Some coins need to be gathered in 3 pieces, which will be spread around the map. These include the first coin, a "car coin",
which is used to unlock different cars. Second, a "level coin", which is used to unlock different levels. And the only coin that
comes in whole, the "gamemode coin", which is used to unlock gamemodes. Finally, in each level there will be a set of
powerups. These powerups include Super Jump, Nitro, Antigravity, Teleport, and more. These little parts of gameplay make this
game a very fun and relaxing racer/explorer, leaving you taking a long breath at the ramps, loops, and obstacles of each map.

"Wait, if this is 'very fun', then why did you rate it badly?" You may be asking.
The biggest and most dreaded downfall of all players' experiences is the giant number of glitches and bugs that there are in this
game. Let me explain. So, you crash your car into a wall, and you wait around 2 seconds for it to respawn. Around 1/7 of the
time your car will respawn being shot up into the air like a cannon and stay airborne for a good 40 seconds, leaving you with
nothing to do but wait. Once that car comes crashing down again, unless you've picked up the "Mega Health" powerup, there's a
50/50 chance that you won't survive the fall, with the possibility of respawning shot up into the air once more. However, I have
come to a slight realization of the glitch and it is if you've crashed with your car's nose tipped mildly upwards, it seems to bring
up the glitch. An easy way to stabilize your car is holding down SPACE, but this is still unconfirmed as far as I know. In the
game I guarantee that you'll find your car glitching through the map either fully, or just partially, even if you can make it out
with a small hop. And, I've also taken note that you can literally drive up a flat wall, whether it be land, or a building, without
any powerups or any help or tricks.

Now, I will say that this game is relaxing, fun, and enjoyable, but the glitches that this game possesses just seem to ruin the fun
for most people. The price just doesn't seem like it's worth it's value if it's possessed by such bugs and broken mechanics, even
if it's only $5. However, this game demonstrated to me amazing levels, and breathtaking and cool stunts and jumps and loops;
This game is its own rollercoaster. But, even all of this doesn't top for the game's value. The only time I would recommend to
buy this game is when it's on sale, or in Humble Bundle or other such sorts.. I enjoyed the puzzles and nostalgic feel of this
game. The only real annoyance was that there was no sort of kickback feature when the main character or enemies got hit, so
you could get hit a lot of times before being able to escape and position yourself to attack again. But once you have enough hit
points, it doesn't end up mattering much and you end up running kamakaze through much of the map. :D. Quality wise in terms
of graphics this is what you'd expect for this type of game\/simulator and I'm fine with that. Content is thin at the moment booth
callouts and equipment needs major expanding on, but all these things will be better in time I'm confident. After all this is an
EA title and should be reviewed as such.. It's actually pretty fun in it's current early state especially multiplayer but it runs like a
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bag of potatoes even at low settings and a good gaming rig. I average 25-30 fps no matter what settings I use and thats on a i7
and GTX1080 system. To sum it all up it's worth your investment if you like police , EMS or firefighter roleplay with friends
and are fine with the lack of optimization and content.. Imagine a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Sierra style adventure game that's timed as well.

Imagine also this adventure game is only few screens long, but every single thing is flagged and has to be done in a perfect order
to complete the game.

Imagine all that♥♥♥♥♥♥coming out of a turd filled butt forever.. I remember when I was 7 and playing this game on my iPod,
it's such a great game and it brings bach awesome memories for me! ;). You get to kill ALOT of reds
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